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We have tested whether stratification of the suspension can explain the wavelength selection
observed in the instability of settling fibers. Reexamination of the data of Metzger et al. #J. Fluid
Mech. 575, 307 !2007"$ to assess the scaling determined by the large-scale nonlinear simulations of
Saintillan et al. #Phys. Fluids 18, 121503 !2006"$ demonstrates that this mechanism does not
account for the length scale reduction observed experimentally. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2774025$

Suspensions of fibers settling under the action of gravity
at low Reynolds numbers experience an instability in which
the initially well-mixed suspension becomes inhomoge-
neous. As observed in experiments1–4 and simulations,5–8 the
fibers quickly align with gravity and form packets with a
length scale of the order of a few fiber lengths. These packets
eventually assemble into downwards streamers balanced by
backflow regions of lower density. This clustering strongly
influences the average sedimentation speed, which can ex-
ceed the maximum possible value for an isolated particle.

The instability was first predicted by Koch and Shaqfeh,9

who identified a mechanism relying on the coupling between
the orientation and sedimentation of the nonspherical par-
ticles. By performing a linear stability analysis, Koch and
Shaqfeh9 also showed that the perturbations of largest wave-
length should correspond to the maximum growth rate. In a
bounded system, the container size limits the size of the larg-
est possible wavelength. Indeed, the growth of a single
streamer spanning the width of the box was reported in the
simulations at short times regardless of the boundary condi-
tions used.5–8 However, wavelengths scaling with the con-
tainer dimension were not observed in experiments at early
times,4 indicating the existence of a mechanism which cuts
off the growth of long waves. Moreover, the streamer struc-
ture evolved slowly from long to short wavelengths without
reaching a steady state.3,4 This subsequent reduction in wave-
length is not explained by the linear stability analysis, but is
qualitatively reproduced by simulations with a bottom
bounding wall.8

To explain the length-scale selection process, Saintillan
et al.10 recently revisited the linear stability analysis of Koch
and Shaqfeh9 for the case of a stably stratified suspension.
They showed that stratification can damp the growth of con-
centration perturbations at long wavelengths. They consid-
ered two possible mechanisms for a short-wave cutoff—
hydrodynamic dispersion and orientation effects—which
lead to different scalings for the preferred length-scale de-

pendence on stratification and concentration. Of particular
relevance are the comparisons made by Saintillan et al.10

between the predicted scalings and the nonlinear numerical
simulations for both !i" initially enforced stratification and
!ii" initially well-mixed suspensions in which the stratifica-
tion developed with increasing time. These large-scale simu-
lations used a point particle method, allowed slip but no

FIG. 1. Horizontal wavelength ! / !lp /2" scaled by "1/5 as a function of the
stratification parameter !!lp /2""d" /dz. Comparison of the present experi-
mental results at "0=0.5% with containers of sizes !65#26#165"lp

3 !!"
and !65#26#330"lp

3 !!" with the results of Saintillan et al. !Ref. 10"
coming from a numerical simulation with enforced stratification at onset !!
from their Fig. 9" and from a simulation with initially well-mixed suspen-
sions !" from their Figs. 11 and 12" at "0=0.4% in a box of dimension
!50#20#300"lp

3. The data reported by Saintillan et al. !Ref. 10", originally
normalized by lp, have been renormalized by lp /2. Negative values of the
stratification parameter are not plotted for the experimental data. The power
law with exponent !2/5 corresponds to the predicted scaling.
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penetration at the boundary walls,8 and were performed for
particles of aspect ratio 15 at low concentrations in a box of
dimension !50#20#300" lp

3, where lp is the particle length.
The vertical concentration gradient !d" /dz, volume fraction
", and horizontal correlation length ! of the vertical velocity
component were determined at a particular position !at a
typical height of 100lp" dynamically during the simulation.
In both cases, the scaling law for the correlation length
! / !lp /2"%C"!1/5#!!lp /2""d" /dz$!2/5 !with C%0.45" was
found numerically for sufficiently high stratification !see the
data from, respectively, Fig. 9 and Figs. 11 and 12 of Sain-
tillan et al.10 plotted in Fig. 1", i.e., the numerical simulations
demonstrate that hydrodynamic dispersion is the dominant
mechanism for damping at short wavelengths.11

In recent experiments,4 we performed simultaneous mea-
surements of concentration profiles and flow structure during
the sedimentation of fiber suspensions. The objective of this
Brief Communication is to compare the experimental mea-

surements with the results of nonlinear simulations that es-
tablished the stratification scaling with and without initial
stratification. The experiments and simulations were per-
formed under similar conditions !see Table I" using essen-
tially the same interrogation techniques.

In the experiments, a sedimenting suspension of fluores-
cent nylon fibers was illuminated by two green laser diodes
mounted on opposite sides of the cell to form a vertical light
sheet. A digital camera, placed at right angles to the light
sheet, was focused on the fluorescent fibers. The entire cell
cross section was sampled by imaging a window of height
%52lp placed %65lp above the cell bottom at eight succes-
sive vertical planes along the depth of the cell. Particle image
velocimetry !PIV" measurements were performed on these
eight planes. The characteristic horizontal length scale of the
flow structure formed during sedimentation was extracted
from the obtained velocity maps by computing the first mini-
mum in the correlation function of the vertical velocity fluc-
tuations in the horizontal direction, in a manner identical to
the simulations !further details can be found in Metzger et
al.4". We directly inferred the concentration of the suspension

TABLE I. Comparison between conditions used for the experiments !Ref. 4" and the simulations !Ref. 10". The
container sizes, volume fraction, aspect ratio, and Reynolds number are reported. The Reynolds number is
defined as Re= lpVs$% /&, where Vs is the velocity of an isolated fiber having a vertical orientation, $% is the
density difference between the fluid and fibers, and & is the fluid viscosity.

Aspect ratio Re Cross section Fluid height Volume fraction

Experiments 11 %10!4 65lp#26lp 165lp and 330lp 0.5%

Simulations 15 0 50lp#20lp 300lp 0.4%

FIG. 2. Mean concentration " and gradient !!lp /2"d" /dz in a 65lp#26lp
cell with a fluid height H%165lp !top". Comparison between the measured
correlation length to that predicted by the numerically found scaling !bot-
tom". The error in determining " is %0.02% and the error in !!lp /2"d" /dz
is %10!8. The typical error on ! is computed by propagating errors on the
correlation lengths and experimentally measured fiber length. FIG. 3. As for Fig. 2 but for a doubled fluid height H%330lp.
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from the light-intensity re-emitted by the fluorescing fibers
and summed the eight scanned images to obtain an average
image. The mean concentration was given by averaging the
gray-scale intensities over the entire image. By summing the
intensities over the horizontal lines of the image, we com-
puted the vertical intensity profile and deduced the vertical
gradient through a linear fit. To summarize, the vertical con-
centration gradient !d" /dz, volume fraction ", and horizon-
tal correlation length ! of the vertical velocity component
were simultaneously measured from images of the suspen-
sion sedimenting through an acquisition window of height
%52lp placed %65lp above the cell bottom, corresponding to
a measuring window similar to that used in the simulations.

Figures 2 and 3 !top" show the time evolution of the
mean concentration " and gradient !!lp /2"d" /dz for the two
fluid heights. For H%165lp !Fig. 2", the mean concentration
" drops noticeably during the experiments as the sedimenta-
tion front arrives in the imaging window at approximately
40ts, where ts= lp /2Vs is the Stokes time. The arrival of the
front strongly increases the vertical concentration gradient
!!lp /2"d" /dz for t / ts'40. For H%330lp !Fig. 3", the mean
concentration " remains essentially constant with fluctua-
tions less than 5% until the front arrival at t / ts%150. The
vertical concentration gradient !!lp /2"d" /dz fluctuates about
zero. In both cases, the experimentally measured correlation
length started around 30lp and decreased by 30% over time
!Figs. 2 and 3, bottom".

In Figs. 2 and 3 !bottom", we compare the measured
correlation length to that predicted by the numerically deter-
mined scaling ! / !lp /2"%C"!1/5#!!lp /2""d" /dz$!2/5 !with
C=1" in which we use the experimental data for the evolu-
tion of the local volume fraction " and gradient !d" /dz,
similarly to the data treatment leading to Fig. 12!b" of Sain-
tillan et al.10 When a broad front, and thus appreciable strati-
fication, develops !for H%165lp", the predicted correlation
length decreases more strongly than observed in the experi-
ments. When there is no significant effect of the front !for
H%330lp", the vertical concentration gradient fluctuates
about zero as concentration inhomogeneities fall through the
imaging window and the predicted correlation length #plotted
when !!lp /2"d" /dz(0$ fluctuates wildly, whereas the ex-
perimentally measured correlation length decays smoothly
over time. To compare the experimental results against the
!2/5 power law of the proposed scaling, the experimental
data for the correlation length from Figs. 2 and 3 are rescaled
by "1/5 and plotted versus the stratification parameter,
!!lp /2""d" /dz, in Fig. 1. Clearly, the experimental observa-
tions do not agree with the power-law scaling found in the
simulations. Even when the experiments do develop large
stratification !for short fluid height", the proposed scaling is
not observed. There is a horizontal structure in the experi-
ments that is independent of stratification and of container
height.

Saintillan et al.10 also predicted that a long-wavelength
selection can result from the anisotropic distribution of ori-
entations of the sedimenting particles. This mechanism ap-

parently does not influence the correlation length observed in
the simulations,10 which agree with the scaling of
"!1/5#!!lp /2""d" /dz$!2/5 as shown in Fig. 1. Also, this
mechanism cannot explain the experimental observations of
a correlation length that decays in time even after the particle
orientations have attained a steady distribution.4

In summary, we have compared the large-scale nonlinear
simulations of Saintillan et al.10 with experiments under the
same conditions and using essentially the same interrogation
techniques. The simulations with and without initial stratifi-
cation suggest that the wavelength selection is controlled by
stratification and hydrodynamic dispersion, resulting in a
scaling for the wavelength in terms of the background strati-
fication and volume fraction. For the present experiments,
which do and do not develop large stratification, the pro-
posed scaling is not observed and thus the wavelength selec-
tion is not explained by this stratification mechanism. Effects
such as no-slip boundary conditions at the walls or close
particle interactions, which have not been thoroughly cap-
tured in the simulations, may help explain this discrepancy.

We are greatly indebted to G. M. Homsy for a critical
reading of our manuscript and for help in providing a close
comparison of simulations and experiments. We thank L.
Bergougnoux for discussions regarding the concentration
gradient measurements, and D. Saintillan for supplying the
simulation data of Fig. 1.
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